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We study the quantum Zeno effect (QZE) and quantum anti-Zeno effect (QAZE) of the multimode
quantum Rabi model(MQRM). We derive an analytic expression for the decay rate of the survival
probability where cavity modes are initially prepared as thermal equilibrium states. A crossover
from QZE to QAZE is observed due to the energy backflow induced by high frequency cavity modes.
In addition, we apply a numerically exact method based on the thermofield dynamics(TFD) theory
and the matrix product states(MPS) to study the effect of squeezing of the cavity modes on the
QZE of the MQRM. The influence of the squeezing angle, squeezing strength and temperature on
the decay rate of the survival probability are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequent measurements on a quantum system may
cause its dynamical evolution slow down or acceler-
ated. This phenomenon, known as the quantum Zeno
effect(QZE) or quantum anti-Zeno effect (QAZE)[1–4],
has been observed in experiments of trapped ion[5], cav-
ity QED[6] and nuclear spin ensembles[7]. QZE has also
been considered as a powerful strategy to implement the
quantum control, including quantum communication[8,
9], quantum information protection[10], decoherence
suppression[11], purification and cooling[12].

Recently, the QZE has been observed in the circuit-
QED system where a superconducting flux qubit is cou-
pled to a transmission line[13]. Compared to the tradi-
tional optical experimental domain, the time scales in-
volved in the circuit-QED system are much larger and
can be resolved with ordinary electronics. Moreover,
the ultrastrong-coupling strength between the the qubit
and the resonator has already been realized in circuit-
QED systems[14], making it possible to observe QZE and
QAZE in the strong coupling regime. As one of con-
sequences in this regime, additional modes of the elec-
tromagnetic resonator become increasingly relevant[15].
To capture such multiply modes effect, the widely used
quantum Rabi model[16], describing an qubit interacting
with a single electromagnetic mode, has to be generalized
to its multimode version, known as multimode quantum
Rabi model(MQRM)[17, 18]. Recent studies have shown
that such higher-lying electromagnetic modes of the res-
onator has a profound impact on various quantum op-
tical phenomenons in the strong coupling regime[17–21].
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Thus, it is an interesting question that what role do mul-
tiple modes play in the quantum Zeno dynamics of the
MQRM. In addition, previous studies have shown that
the squeezing of the resonator mode has a significant in-
fluence in the quantum Zeno dynamics of a qubit in the
quantum Rabi model[22]. It is natural to raise a question
that how does the squeezing of multiple resonator modes
affect the QZE and QAZE of the MQRM.

To address the above problems, we exploit a numer-
ical exact method based on the matrix product states
and time-dependent variational principle[23] to study the
QZE and QAZE of the MQRM. By restricting the evo-
lution in the single excitation subspace under the frame-
work of TFD, we derive an analytical expression for the
decay rate of survival probability when multiply modes
are initially prepared as a thermal equilibrium states.
We observe a crossover between the QZE to the QAZE
under repeated projective measurements. By numeri-
cally calculating the energy transport between the TLS
and multiply modes, we show that this crossover is at-
tributed to the energy back flow from the high frequency
modes to the qubit. Moreover, we generalize the initial
state of multiple modes to a squeezed thermal state and
study effects of squeezing phase angle and amplitude to
the QZE of the MQRM. We find that the decay of sur-
vival probability is accelerated by non-vanishing squeez-
ing strengthes. Squeezing angles also significantly affect
the decay rate. Particularly, high frequency modes in
the MQRM cause a positive shift on the critical squeez-
ing angles where the decay rate reaches its extremum.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec II, we briefly
introduce the MQRM and the numerical exact method
we used to obtain the evolution of the MQRM at finite
temperature. In Sec III, we study QZE the MQRM at
finite temperature. We discuss the crossover of the sur-
vival probability decay rate from QZE to QAZE and its
relation to the energy transport between the qubit and
multiple cavity modes. Then, we extend the initial state
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of multiple cavity modes to squeezed thermal states and
discuss the effect of the squeezing on the QZE in Sec IV.
We close this paper with a short summary in Sec V.

II. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

A. The multimode quantum Rabi model

In this paper, we focus on the MQRM which de-
scribes a qubit or a two-level system(TLS) interacting
with multiple quantized photonic modes(e.g., cavity or
resonator). The Hamiltonian of MQRM can be written
as[18, 24](~ = 1):

H = H0 +HB +Hint

H0 =
∆

2
σz , HB =

M−1
∑

m=0

ωma
†
mam

Hint =

M−1
∑

m=0

gmσx(a
†
m + am) (1)

where σx, σz are standard pauli operators and a†m,am are
the creation and annihilation boson operators for themth
mode with the frequency ωm = (m + 1)ω0 and coupling
strength gm =

√
m+ 1g to the TLS. M is the total num-

ber of modes and depends on the specific physical real-
ization. If not mentioned, we setM = 15 throughout this
study which is already feasible in the current circuit-QED
experiment[17]. Since we are interested in the resonant
situation, ∆ = ω0 is assume in this study.
To study the QZE of the MQRM, we focus on the

survival probability of the TLS under successive ideal
projective measurements with operator σz . The initial
state is assumed as the product state: the TLS is at the
exited state | ↑〉 and cavity modes are squeezed thermal
states:

ρ(0) = | ↑〉〈↑ | ⊗ ρB, ρB = S(ξ)
(

Z(β)−1e−βHB

)

S†(ξ)

(2)

here Z(β) = Tre−βHB is the partition function. β =
1/(kBT ) where T is the temperature and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. S(ξ) is the squeezing operator:

S(ξ) =
∏

m

Sm(ξm) =
∏

m

exp

(

−1

2
ξ∗ma

2
m +

1

2
ξm(a†m)2

)

(3)

where ξm = rme
iφm is the squeezing parameter for the

mth mode. For simplicity, we assume a uniform squeez-
ing for all M modes, i.e. ξm = ξ = reiφ.

B. MPS-based numerical method

In the following, we briefly introduce the numerically
exact method based on TFD and MPS to simulate the

dynamics. We first remove the squeezing operator in the
initial state (2) by applying the unitary transform S(ξ)
to the Hamiltonian (1):

H ′ = S†(ξ)HS(ξ) = H0 +H ′
B +H ′

int

H ′
B =

M−1
∑

m=0

ωm

(

Aa†mam +Ba†2m +B∗a2m
)

H ′
int =

M−1
∑

m=0

gm
(

Ka†m +K∗am
)

σx (4)

where A = cosh2 r + sinh2 r, B = eiφ cosh r sinh r,K =
cosh r + eiφ sinh r.
According to the TFD method[25, 26], the evolution of

this transformed Hamiltonian (4) from the initial state of
thermalized cavity modes is equivalent to a Schrödinger
equation of a modified Hamiltonian Ĥ defined in an en-
larged Hilbert space(see Appendix):

Ĥ = H0 + ĤB + Ĥint

ĤB =

M−1
∑

m=0

ωm

[

A
(

a†mam − b†mbm
)

+
(

Ba†2m −Bb2m +H.c
) ]

Ĥint =

M−1
∑

m=0

gm(Ka†m cosh θm +Kb sinh θm)σx +H.c

(5)

The the vacuum initial state is

|ψ̂(0)〉 = | ↑〉 ⊗
M−1
∏

m=0

|0〉am
|0〉bm (6)

where b†m, bm are boson operators of the fictitious modes
and θm = arctanh(e−βωm/2) . The evolution of the ex-
pectation value of an arbitrary operator O that affects in
original Hilbert space can be straightforwardly calculated
:

〈O(t)〉 = 〈ψ̂(t)|O|ψ̂(t)〉 (7)

Finally, the TFD Schrödinger equation is simulated by
MPS-based numerically exact method [23, 27, 28] which
has been widely used and proved to be highly efficient in
solving quantum many body dynamics[29, 30].

C. Survival probability and effective decay rate

Now we turn to the QZE and QAZE of the MQRM.
The QZE [1] can be described by the survival probability
Psur(nτ) which is defined as the probability of finding the
initial state after n successive measurements with equal
time interval τ . The measurement considered in this pa-
per is assumed to be an ideal projecting measurements
of operator σz followed by a post selection regarding to
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the positive measurement result.The survival probability
can be written as:

Psur(nτ) = Tr
[

Pe−iĤτρ(0)eiĤτP
]n

= Pn
sur(τ) (8)

where P = | ↑〉〈↑ | is measurement projecting operator.
In the short interval time limit τ → 0, one can further
write Psur(t = nτ) in an exponentially decay form[31, 32]:

Psur(nτ) = exp(−γ(τ)t) (9)

where γ(τ) is an effective decay rate:

γ(τ) = − 1

τ
ln [Psur(τ)] (10)

Eq.(10) is valid when the measurement interval τ is rel-
atively short where the measurement disturbance to the
environment(here is cavity modes) can be neglected thus
the state after each projecting measurement collapse to
the identical state as Eq. (6)[33]. Therefore, we restrict
gτ < 1 in the following discussion.
The effective decay rate γ(τ) is a crucial quantity to

characterize the QZE and the QAZE[34, 35]: ∂γ(τ)/∂τ >
0 means that the system is more severely slowed-down
by faster repeated measurements, indicating the occur-
rence of QZE; on the contrary, ∂γ(τ)/∂τ < 0 can be re-
garded as the characteristic of QAZE since the decay is
accelerated by frequent measurements. Compared to the
original criterion to classify QZE by using γ(τ)/γ0 < 0
where γ0 = γ(τ → ∞) is the natural decay rate[34],
new definitions through ∂γ/∂τ retains the core physical
picture of QZE and QAZE without calculating γ0 that
may not exist in some models[33, 36–38]. Throughout
this paper, we use this new criterion to classify QZE and
QAZE, the potential crossover point is denoted as τc, i.e.
∂γ(τ)/∂τ

∣

∣

τc
= 0 .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Thermal equilibrium initial state

We first consider the QZE when cavity modes are pre-
pared as the thermal equilibrium state. The survival
probability of Hamiltonian (5) with the product initial
state (6) can be written as[22]:

Psur(τ) = Tr
[

ρ(τ)|e〉〈e|
]

= Tr
[

e−iĤτρ(0)eiĤτ |e〉〈e|
]

= Tr

[

∞
∑

n=0

(−iτ)2
n!

[Ĥ, ρ(0)]n|e〉〈e|
]

(11)

where ρ0 = |ψ̂(0)〉〈ψ̂(0)| and [Ĥ, ρ(0)]n =

[Ĥ, [Ĥ, ρ(0)]n−1]. A commonly used approximation
to obtain the decay rate of the survival probability is to
keep terms in (11) up to τ2 , this leads to the decay of
Psur(τ) in a quadratical form:

Pe(τ) ≈ 1−
(

τ

τz

)2

(12)
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Effective decay rate of the survival
probability γ(τ ) for thermalized initial states. Results with
lines are obtained from Eq.(15) while circles are results from
numerical exact MPS-TDVP method. (a) Comparison of de-
cay rates between single mode and multiple modes at zero
temperature. (b)effective decay rate at different temperature
for g/ω0 = 0.1.

where τz is known as ”Zeno time”[39]. Thus for N re-
peated projective measurement with equal interval τ , the
survival probability can be approximated as an exponen-
tial decay:

P (t = Nτ) =

[

1−
(

τ

τz

)2 ]N

≈ e−γ(τ)t (13)

with the effective decay rate γ2nd(τ):

γ2nd(τ) = τ
∑

m

g2m
(

cosh2(θm) + sinh2(θm)
)

(14)

Since Eq.(14) is independent of ∆ and ωm , its validity
is limited to the case where the measurement interval τ
is much shorter than the typical time scale of each mode
, that is τ < 1/ωm. When high frequency modes are
included, it severely precludes the availability of γ2nd(τ)
compared to the Rabi model where only single resonant
mode is considered.

Instead, we employ an alternative method based on
the thermofield dynamics(TFD)[25, 40]. This method
transforms the evolution of a mixed thermalized initial
state into another evolution with a pure initial state in
an enlarged Hilbert space whose total number of degrees
of freedom is double compared to the original one. Re-
cently, this method has received much attention and has
been widely used to study finite temperature dynamics
of quantum electron-vibrational systems[41–43] and open
quantum systems[44, 45]. Details of TFD can be found
in Ref[26, 41].

By restricting the evolution of the TFD Schrödinger
equation to the single expiation subspace, we can obtain
an analytic expression for the decay rate of the survival
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probability(see Appendix):

γth(τ) =τ

M
∑

m=0

cosh2 θmg
2
msinc2

[

τ(ωk −∆)

2

]

+sinh2 θmg
2
msinc2

[

τ(ωk +∆)

2

]

(15)

where sinc(x) ≡ sin(x)/x. Different from the γ2nd in
Eq(14), γth shows apparent dependence of frequencies ωk

and ∆ and has a leading scaling of g2k/(∆ − ωk)
2 which

is similar to the decay rate of the spontaneous emis-
sion in the multimode Percell effect due to non-resonant
modes[46].
In Figure(1), the analytical result γth(τ) agree well

with numerical exact ones in a large range of param-
eters including strong coupling and high temperature
regimes. Specifically, for zero temperature case( Fig-
ure(1.a)) the decay rate γ(τ) for a single mode Rabi
model shows a monotonic increasing with the increase of
measurement interval τ for both weak(g/ω0 = 0.01) and
strong(g/ω0 = 0.2) coupling strengthes, clearly demon-
strates a pure Zeno effect. However, by including the
high-lying photonic modes(M = 15), the decay rate of
survival probability presents a nonmonotonic behavior,
which increases with τ before ω0τ < 0.2 and then de-
creases, indicating a crossover from QZE to QAZE. Sim-
ilar transitions can be observed for finite temperature
situations, as shown in (Figure(1.b)). Thus we conclude
that these high-frequency cavity modes in the MQRM
may induce the QAZE. In the following, we show that
such QAZE is attributed to the energy backflow from
high-frequency modes to the TLS.
According to Eq.(10), the decay rate γ(τ) can be re-

lated to the population of the TLS in the excited state
| ↑〉. Since the energy of the TLS is ETLS(t) = ∆〈σz(t)〉/2
which is proportional to the energy of the TLS:

Psur(τ) = (〈σz(τ)〉 + 1)/2 = ETLS(τ)/∆+ 1/2 (16)

thus we may understand this crossover from the view of
energy transport between multiple mods and the TLS.
Since the QAZE is classified by dγ(τ)dτ < 0, this re-
quires:

dγ(τ)

dτ
< 0 ⇔ − 1

τ

(

d ln(Psur)

dτ
− ln(Psur)

τ

)

< 0 (17)

By considering the assumption that the measurement in-
terval is short (gτ < 1), ETLS(τ) can be approximately
expressed as:

ETLS(τ)/∆ = 1/2− a1(gτ)− a2(gτ)
2 +O(gτ)2 (18)

where a1 > 0 since the TLS is initially prepared in exited
state and ETLS is maximized at τ = 0. Inserting Eq.(18)
into Eq.(17), we obtain:

dγ(τ)

dτ
≈ dγ

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

+
4

3
τa1g

(

dγ

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

+
1

2
a2g

2

)

+O(τ) < 0

(19)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Energy transport rate between the
TLS and multiple modes. (a) Decay rate γ(τ ) and total en-
ergy transport rate of the TLS at gω0 = 0.1, βω0 = 0.5. (b)
Evolution of mode’s energy operator 〈Em(τ )〉 with same pa-
rameters as (a).

For arbitrary system, dγ/dτ |τ=0 > 0 which implicates
the pure Zeno effet when τ → 0, the occurrence of the
QAZE requires a2 < 0, i.e. d2ETLS/d

2τ > 0. As depicted
in Figure(2).a, the crossover point τc is close to the pole of
the energy transport rate as d2ETLS/d

2τ = 0. As shown
in (2), by further calculating the evolution of the energy
operator for each mode Em(τ) = ωm〈ψ(τ)|a†mam|ψ(τ)〉,
we observe an energy backflow from the higher frequency
parts of cavity modes to the TLS during the crossover
point τc. It is this energy backflow induced by high fre-

quency modes that leads to d2ETLS/d
2τ > 0 and makes

it possible to observe QAZE. On the contrary, the low
frequency part of modes always absorbs energy from the
TLS during gτ < 1, leading to the pure QAZE in the
single mode Rabi model as shown in Figure(1).a.

B. Squeezed thermal initial states

In this section, we generalize the initial state of the
cavity modes to the squeezed thermal states.

From the view of the Hamiltonian (5), effects of the
squeezing come from two aspects: 1).The renormaliza-
tion of mode frequencies and effective coupling strengthes
by factors A and K respectively. 2).The nonharmonic

terms in ĤB with the factor B.

The effect of 1) can be included in the analytic expres-
sion (15) by replacing g2m → |K|2g2m and ωm → Aωm.
By increasing r, the effective coupling strength is in-
creased, leading to a larger decay rate. Moreover, due
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Relation between squeezing angles and
the decay rates of survival probability γ(τ ). (a). Decay rates
of different squeezing angles for various numbers of cavity
modes at zero temperature, the maximal and minimal crit-
ical angles are marked by solid symbols, other parameters
are g/ω0 = 0.01, ω0τ = 0.1, r = 0.3. (b). Decay rates as a
function of squeezing angles at zero temperature for different
squeezing strength r, data denoted by lines are obtained from
g/ω0 = 0.01 while hollows are obtained from g/ω0 = 0.1.
Other parameters are ω0τ = 0.1. (c) Decay rates for different
measurement interval τ and squeezing angle φ, other param-
eters are g/ω0 = 0.01, r = 0.3.

to the factor |K|2, γ(τ) depends on the squeezing angle
φ. Since |K|2 = cosh(2r)+cosφ sinh(2r), the critical an-
gle where γ(τ) takes the extreme value may be φmax = 0
and φmin = π respectively. Same critical angles have
been observed on the single-mode rabi model with ini-
tial squeezed field[22] and the TLS in a squeezed bath
under RWA[47]. However, this is not the case in the
current MQRM where effects of both multimodes and
non-rotating terms are taken into consideration. Specifi-
cally, by increasing the number of modes from M = 1 to
M = 15, critical angles θmin and θmax gradually increase
with a fixed angle difference θmin− θmax = π as shown in
Fig(3.a). Interestingly, as depicted Fig(3.b), such critical
angles are independent of squeezing strength r and cou-
pling strength g. This independence agrees with results
of the TLS in squeezed bath[47]. Surprisingly, the scaling
of γ(τ) ∼ g2 for thermal equilibrium initial states shown
in Eq(15) may still holds for squeezed thermal bath by
noting that γ(τ)/g2 as a function of φ for different cou-
pling strengthes g in Fig(3.b) collapses to the same curve.
The measurement interval τ also affects such critical

angles, as shown in Fig(3.c). Note when τ → 0, the shift
of critical angles approaches zero. The crossover from
QZE to QAZE can still be observed for the squeezed
thermal initial state. In addition, a specific squeezing
angle can either highlights or downplay this transition:

0 0.5 1
ω0τ

-0.5

0

0.5

1

lo
g
10
(β

ω
0
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1 2 3
×10-3

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
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0
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0
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Finte temperature effect on the decay
rate γ(τ ). (a) γ(τ ) as a function of squeezing angle φ at differ-
ent temperatures with ω0τ = 0.1. (b) The decay rate γ(τ ) for
various measurement interval τ and temperature, φ = π/2.
For both subplots above, g/ω0 = 0.01 . For both subplots,
g/ω0 = 0.01, r = 0.3.

as shown in Fig(3.c), during transition point τc, γ(τ) are
significantly increased for φ = φmax and suppressed for
φ = φmin, while with the increase of τ , the difference
between γ(τ) at two critical angles is narrowed.
Finally, the effect of temperature on the decay rate for

the squeezed thermal initial state is described by θm in
Ĥint where higher temperature leads to larger effective
coupling strength and consequently larger decay rate, as
shown Fig(4.b). Moreover, increasing temperature also
causes reduction of the shift of critical angles. This is
not a surprising result. As explained above, the shift
of critical angles are related to the Ba†,2m +B∗a2m in HB.

However, with the increase of temperature, Ĥint becomes
dominant compared to the nonharmonic term, thus can
be neglected in the high-temperature limit and the re-
lation between γ(τ) and φ are only determined through
|K|2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we study the QZE and QAZE of the
MQRMwhere cavity modes are prepared in thermal equi-
librium state. We derive an analytic expression of the de-
cay rate of the survival probability which shows a transi-
tion from QZE to QAZE. By calculating the evolution of
energy flow between the TLS and cavity modes, we show
that such QZE-QAZE transition is related to the energy
backflow from high frequency modes to the TLS. Fur-
thermore, we generalize the initial state of cavity modes
to squeezed thermal states and study effects of squeez-
ing angle and strength by applying a numerically exact
method. We find that the decay of survival probabil-
ity is accelerated by non-vanishing squeezing strengthes.
Moreover, squeezing angles also significantly affect the
decay rate: compared to θmax = 0 and θmin = π in
which decay rates take maximal and minimal values in
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the single-mode Rabi model, high frequency modes in the
MQRM cause a positive shift on these critical squeezing
angles. Finally, with the increase of the temperature, the
decay of the survival probability is accelerated and the
shift of critical squeezing angles are reduced.
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Appendix A: A Brief introduction to TFD

We briefly introduce the theory of thermofield dynam-
ics in this Appendix.
The time evolution of an arbitrary Hamiltonian H at

finite temperature can be described by the Liouville-von
Neumann equation(~ = 1):

∂tρ(t) = −i[H, ρ(t)] (A1)

where the initial state is assumed to be at thermal equi-
librium:

ρ(0) =
1

Z(β)
exp (−βH) (A2)

here Z(β) = Tre−βH is the partition function and β =

(kBT )
−1

. kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature.
According to Ref[48], the time evolution of such den-

sity matrix (A1) can be equivalently described by a

modified Hamiltonian Ĥ = H − H̃ and correspond-
ing Schrödinger equation defined in an enlarged Hilbert
space(~ = 1):

i
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |ψ(t)〉 (A3)

H̃ represents the fictitious Hamiltonian which can be de-
rived from the original Hamiltonian H [25].
By defining the vector |I〉:

|I〉 =
∑

k

|k〉|k̃〉 (A4)

where |k〉(|k̃〉) are arbitrary basis vectors of the origi-
nal(fictitious) space, the density matrix ρ(t) and wave
function |ψ(t)〉 have the following relation[49]:

|ψ(t)〉 = ρ(t)1/2|I〉 (A5)

Particularly, the initial state at thermal equilibrium is:

|ψ(0)〉 = ρ(0)1/2|I〉 = Z(β)−1/2 exp

(

−1

2
βH

)

|I〉 (A6)

The expectation value for an arbitrary operator A de-
fined in the original Hilbert space {|k〉} can be calculated
by:

〈A(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|A|ψ(t)〉 = Tr {ρ(t)A} (A7)

Thus the evaluation of 〈A(t)〉 by using the TFD wave
function |ψ(t)〉 is equivalent to the that by using the den-
sity matrix ρ(t).
Now let us turn to the Hamiltonian of the MQRM (1).

To describe its evolution from the initial state (2) under
the framework of the TFD, we first remove the squeez-
ing operator in the initial state by applying a unitary
transform S(ξ) defined in (3) to the Hamiltonian (1):

H ′ = S†(ξ)HS(ξ) = H0 +H ′
B +H ′

int

H ′
B =

M−1
∑

m=0

ωm

(

Aa†mam +Ba†2m +B∗a2m
)

H ′
int =

M−1
∑

m=0

gm
(

Ka†m +K∗am
)

σx (A8)

where A = cosh2 r + sinh2 r, B = eiφ cosh r sinh r,K =
cosh r + eiφ sinh r , this is the Hamiltonian (4) in the
main text.
We can choose the fictitious Hamiltonian H̃ as :

H̃ = −
∑

m

ωm

(

Ab†mbm +B∗b†2m +Bb2m
)

(A9)

where b†m(bm) is the creation (annihilation) boson oper-
ator defined in the fictitious Hilbert space corresponding
to the the mode am. This leads to the total Hamiltonian
for the TFD schrödinger equation:

Ĥ =
∆

2
σz +

∑

m

ωm

(

Aa†mam +Ba†2m +B∗a2m
)

−
∑

m

ωm

(

Ab†mbm +B∗b†2m +Bb2m
)

+
M−1
∑

m=0

gm
(

Ka†m +K∗am
)

σx (A10)

The corresponding initial TFD wave function can be
written as:

|ψ(0)〉 = | ↑〉 ⊗ |0(β)〉 (A11)

where |0(β)〉 is often referred to as the thermal vacuum
state:

|0(β)〉 = Z(β)−1/2e−βHB/2|I〉 (A12)

This thermal vacuum state can be further transformed
to the ground state(vacuum state) of the modes {am}
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and {bm} by applying the so-called Bogoliubov thermal
transformation[50]:

|0(β)〉 = e−iG|0〉 (A13)

where |0〉 =
∏M−1

m=0 |0〉am
|0〉bm and the transformation

operator G is defined as:

G = −i
∑

m

θm(ambm − a†mb
†
m) (A14)

where

θm = arctanh(e−βωm/2) (A15)

Instead of solving the TFD schrödinger equation (A10)
with the initial state (A12) , one can apply the inverse
Bogoliubov thermal transformation to the Hamiltonian
Ĥ . By considering the following new relations:

eiGame
−iG = am cosh(θm) + b†m sinh(θm)

eiGbme
−iG = bm cosh(θm) + a†m sinh(θm) (A16)

We have:

|ψ̂(t)〉 = eiG|ψ(t)〉, i
∂

∂t
|ψ̂(t)〉 = Ĥθ|ψ̂(t)〉 (A17)

Ĥθ = eiGĤe−iG is the final Hamiltonian (5) in the main
text:

Ĥθ = H0 + ĤB + Ĥint

H0 =
∆

2
σz

ĤB =

M−1
∑

m=0

ωm

[

A
(

a†mam − b†mbm
)

+
(

Ba†2m −Bb2m + H.c
) ]

Ĥint =
M−1
∑

m=0

gm(Ka†m cosh θm +Kb sinh θm)σx +H.c

(A18)

and corresponding initial state (6):

|ψ̂(0)〉 = |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 = | ↑〉 ⊗
M−1
∏

m=0

|0〉am
|0〉bm (A19)

Appendix B: Derivation of Eq.(15)

In this Appendix, we show the detailed derivation to
the analytic expression of the decay rate γth(τ).
The evolution of the MQRM from a product initial

state where resonator modes are at thermal equilibrium
is govern by the TFD Schrödinger equation of the Hamil-
tonian (A18) with r = 0(without squeezing):

Ĥth =
∆

2
σz +

∑

m

ωm(a†mam − b†mbm)

+ gm

(

cosh θm(a†m + am) + sinh θm(b†m + bm)

)

σx

(B1)

To obtain an analytic expression, we further apply an
approximation by restricting the evolution in the single
excitation(SE) Hilbert space. This can be achieved by
writing the wave function at arbitrary time t as:

|ψ(t)〉 = χ(t)| ↑〉|0〉
+
∑

m

pm(t)| ↓〉|1〉am
|0〉bm +

∑

m

qm(t)| ↓〉|0〉am
|1〉bm

(B2)

Thus the Hamiltonian (B1) can be simplified as:

Ĥth,SE =
∆

2
σz +

∑

m

ωm(a†mam − b†mbm)

+ gm

(

cosh θm(σ−a
†
m + σ+am) + sinh θm(σ−b

†
m + σ+bm)

)

(B3)

where σ± = 1
2 (σx ± iσy).

Inserting the wave function (B2) into the TFD
Schrödinger equation, we have:

i
dχ(t)

dt
=

∆

2
χ(t) +

∑

m

gm cosh θmpm(t) + gm sinh θmqm(t)

i
dpm(t)

dt
=
∑

m

(ωm − ∆

2
)pm(t) + gm cosh θmχ(t)

i
dqm(t)

dt
=
∑

m

(−ωm − ∆

2
)qm(t) + gm sinh θmχ(t) (B4)

applying the following transformation:

χ(t) = χ̃(t) exp(−i∆
2
t)

pm(t) = p̃m(t) exp

[

− i

(

ωm − ∆

2

)

t

]

qm(t) = q̃m(t) exp

[

− i

(

−ωm − ∆

2

)

t

]

(B5)

we have:

i
dχ(t)

dt
=
∑

m

g cosh θmp̃m(t) exp[−i(ωm −∆)t]

+ gm sinh θmq̃m(t) exp[−i(−ωm −∆)t]

i
dp̃(t)

dt
=
∑

m

gm cosh θmχ̃(t) exp[i(ωm −∆)t]

i
dq̃(t)

dt
=
∑

m

gm sinh θmχ̃(t) exp[i(−ωm −∆)t] (B6)

Integrating last two equations in (B6) and substituting
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into the first one, we have:

dχ̃(t)

dt
=

−
∑

m

cosh2 θmg
2
m

∫ t

0

χ̃(t′) exp[−i(ωm −∆)(t− t′)]dt′

− sinh2 θmg
2
m

∫ t

0

χ̃(t′) exp[−i(−ωm −∆)(t − t′)]dt′

(B7)

The solution of the integro-differential equation above
can be obtained iteratively. Since we are limited to the
frequent measurement limit where gτ < 1, only the short
time behavior of χ̃(t) is concerned. This can be obtained
by taking first iteration and inserting the initial condition
χ(0) = 1:

χ̃(t) ≈ 1−
∑

m

∫ t

0

(t− t′) cos2 θmg
2
m exp[−i(ω −∆)t′]dt′

−
∑

m

∫ t

0

(t− t′) sinh2 θmg
2
m exp[−i(−ω −∆)t′]dt′

≈ exp

{

− t
∑

m

g2m
[

cosh2 θmF(∆, ω) + sinh2 θmF(∆,−ω)
]

}

(B8)

where

F(∆, ω) =
2 sin2(ω−∆

2 )t

t(ω −∆)2
− i

(ω −∆)t− sin(ω −∆)t

t(ω −∆)2

(B9)

Substituting (B8) into the definition of the decay rate
of the survival probability (10) , we finally obtain:

γth(τ) =τ

M
∑

m=0

cosh2 θmg
2
msinc2

[

τ(ωk −∆)

2

]

+sinh2 θmg
2
msinc2

[

τ(ωk +∆)

2

]

(B10)

where sinc(x) ≡ sin(x)/x.

Appendix C: MPS-based numerically exact method

As derived in the previous Appendix, the evolution of
the MQRM from a squeezed thermal states can be de-
scribed by the TFD schrödinger equation of the Hamil-
tonian (5) with the initial state (6). To implement
MPS-based numerical method, the Hamiltonian is rewrit-
ten in a compact form of the following matrix product
operator(MPO)[28]:

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

ωt

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

〈σ
+
σ

-〉

Dmax = 5, Nmax = 10

Dmax = 7, Nmax = 20

Dmax = 10, Nmax = 30

Dmax = 14, Nmax = 50

r = 0.3,
βω0 = 0.5

r = 0.6,
βω0 = ∞

FIG. 5: (Color online) The convergence of the MPS-TDVP
method for the population evolution of the MQRM. Other
parameters are g/ω0 = 0.2, φ = π/2,M = 15.

Ĥ =

(

M−1
∏

i=0

W [i]
b

)

Ws





M−1
∏

j=0

W [j]
a





W [m]
b =





I 0 0
0 I 0

Hbm , Gbm , I





Ws =





I 0 0
σx I 0

∆σz/2, σx, I





W [m]
a =





I 0 0
Gam

I 0
Ham

, 0, I



 (C1)

where I is the identity operator of the TLS and the boson
space

Ham
= Aωma

†
mam +Ba†2m +B∗a2m

Hbm = −Aωmb
†
mbm −Ba2m +B∗a†2m

Gam
= gmKa

†
m cosh θm +H.c

Gbm = gmKb sinh θm +H.c (C2)

Note for the open boundary condition, only first row

of W [1]
b and first column of W [M ]

a are used. With this
MPOs, we employ the recently proposed time-dependent
variational principle(TDVP) method[23] to simulate the
evolution. For numerical results throughout this study,
the convergence can be achieved by setting the maximal
bound dimensions of the MPS Dmax ≤ 15 and the cutoff
boson number for each cavity mode Nmax ≤ 80. The
time step of simulations throughout this paper is set to
gδt = 10−3.
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